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KARI VILONEN AND TING XUE

We give a short proof based on Lusztig’s generalized Springer correspondence of some
results of [BrCh, BaCr, P].
Let g denote a complex semisimple Lie algebra and let us write G “ Autpgq0 for the
identity component of its group of automorphisms. Note that the group G is adjoint. Let us
write B for the flag variety of g and let us fix a Borel subalgebra b Ă g. Let B Ă G be the
corresponding Borel subgroup. Consider a Hessenberg subspace V Ă g, i.e., a B-invariant
subspace of g. It gives rise to a G-equivariant bundle
H :“ G ˆB V Ñ B .

(1)

We have a G-equivariant projective morphism
π : H Ñ g , pg, xq ÞÑ Adpgqx

(2)

the “universal” family of Hessenberg varieties. We can also consider a perpendicular Hessenberg subspace V K and we similarly get
π̌ : Ȟ :“ G ˆB V K Ñ g.

(3)

We now assume that b Ă V so that V K Ă n “ rb, bs. By the decomposition theorem [BBD]
we have
(4)

Rπ˚ CH “ ‘ ICpgrs , Li qr´s ‘ terms with smaller support ;

here the Li are irreducible G-equivariant local systems on the regular semisimple locus grs
and r´s denotes cohomological shifts. We also have
(5)

Rπ̌˚ CȞ “ ‘ ICpO, Eqr´s ;

here the O are nilpotent orbits of G and the E are G-equivariant irreducible local systems on
the O. By considering the Fourier transform we conclude that all the IC’s appearing in (4)
are Fourier transforms of the IC’s appearing in (5).
We have the following
Conjecture 1 (Patrick Brosnan [X]). All the ICpO, Eq in (5) appear in the Springer correspondence. In particular, all the terms in (4) have full support.
This conjecture has been proved by Martha Precup and Eric Sommers (for type G2 see
also [X]). It is not difficult to prove the following weaker statement which suffices for some
applications.
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Proposition 2. We have
pRπ˚ CH q|greg “ ‘ ICpgrs , Li q|greg r´s .
Proof. The terms in (4) which do not appear in the Springer correspondence come by induction from the (nontrivial) cuspidals in Lusztig’s generalized Springer correspondence [L].
Recall that we are in the context of the adjoint group. One can now verify, case-by-case
using [L], that the supports of such terms do not meet the regular locus greg .

The Li come from representations of the Weyl group W and we will now denote them as
such by ρi . Let us consider ICpgrs , ρi q restricted to the regular locus. It is a direct summand
in p̃˚ Cg̃reg where p̃ : g̃reg Ñ greg is the Grothendieck simultaneous resolution restricted to the
regular locus. Let t be a Cartan subspace of g. Then we have the following Cartesian square
p̃

g̃reg ÝÝÝÑ greg
§
§
§f
§
đ
đ

(6)

t

ÝÝÝÑ t{W
p

˚

and so we have p̃˚ Cg̃reg “ f p˚ Ct . Thus, as f is smooth, it suffices to analyze p˚ Ct .
Let us now consider a stratum Os in t{W associated to a semisimple element s P t. Note
that the fundamental group of Os is the braid group of s W “ NG pLq{L where L “ ZG psq.
We also write Ws “ StabW psq. By observing that NG pLq{L “ pNG pLq X NG pT qq{NL pT q we
have an exact sequence
(7)

1 Ñ Ws “ NL pT q{T Ñ pNG pLq X NG pT qq{T Ñ s W “ NG pLq{L Ñ 1 .

The fiber of p over this stratum is W {Ws . This implies:
(8)

s
ICpt{W, ρi q|Os “ ρW
i .

The righthand side can be viewed as a representation of s W by (7) and hence as a local
system on Os . Note that, of course, all the IC’s are just sheaves so in the whole analysis
talking about IC’s is not really necessary.
The considerations above allow us to conclude that
(9)

H˚ pHx q “ H˚ pHy qWs

where x is a regular element with semisimple part s and y is a regular semisimple element.
In particular, this covers some of the results of [BrCh, BaCr] as well as the palindromicity
of the cohomology of regular Hessenberg varieties [P].
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